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Traditional Hmong
Batik Crafts

Full Day
It's highly likely that somewhere in this wonderful country you have seen the wonderful Batik cloth, either for
sale in the numerous street markets or being worn by somebody stylish! But do you know how this cloth is
created, who creates the patterns, where it originates? On this trip, we'll show you everything about the cloth
that is passed down through generations of Hmong people. This is a skill that must be kept alive and by joining
this trip you'll be keeping this tradition alive.. You will get to create the cloth yourself using wax and learn the
process for it to become genuinely Hmong Batik. This truly is a fabulous experience and one that supports the
Hmong communities of norther Thailand.
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• HIGHLIGHTS •
Truly unique cultural

Transfer from Chiang Mai city centre to Hmong village (approximately 1

experience

hour)

Get a real insight in to the
daily lives of the Hmong

09:00
Learn about Hmong village together with tasting their local tea

people
Learn how to make the

You will craft Hmong Batik, the handcraft of Hmong, from the process of
preparing clothes, peeling trails, colour adding the waxing pens and dye
them with the natural blue colour in the way of original Hmong Batik

traditional Hmong Batik
cloth using natural

T

resources with the option

In order to complete the Hmong Batik, the colour dyeing has to be

to buy your own creation

proceeded in two days. So you can contact the local to send you the

Enjoy a tasty traditional

completed Batik later *there is an additional expense in delivery*
Or if you would not like to have the colour dyeing, you can take it back the

Hmong lunch taken in the
village

same day.

EXTRA'S

12:00
Fill your stomach with lunch before afternoon activities

Need help getting to Chiang
Mai? Just let us know
16:00
Tel: 095 206 9093
Go shopping and purchase Hmong Batik and local dresses before getting Or E-mail:
contact@trunktravel.co.th
back
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Important Information
What's included
Pick-up and drop-off from anywhere in

What's Not Included
Personal medical Insurance
Transport to Chiang Mai - we can help if

Chiang Mai.

required

All transport during your time with us

Meals & Drinks not mentioned

Any associated admission fees
Daily support of English-speaking staff
from the project

Personal spending money
If you would like to purchase the Batik
garment at the end of the experience,
there is an additional cost involved

Tasty, traditional lunch at the experience.
All project costs - no hidden expenses
Public liability insurance
Exclusive HYGIENE KIT (pictured below)
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GUESTS
Number of people
in your group

1
2-3
4-5
6+

COST
Per person

4,235
3,790
3,590
3,450

BOOK 3 & GET A 4th PLACE FREE!
Sc
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In the event that we' are unable to provide the accommodation
mentioned above, we will replace with other accommodation to the
same or higher standard. You will be notified about this at the
earliest possible opportunity.
If you decide not to use the booked services (accommodation,
transportation, etc.) provided in the list, we can not be responsible
for changes in quality or additional expenses.

Email: contact@trunktravel.co.th

คลิก@tiewgubtrunk
เพือติดต่อเพือสํารองทัวร์ได้ที
Line:
Line: @tiewgubtrunk
Facebook:
m.me/trunktravel
Facebook:
เทียวกับทรังค์
โทร
:
092
594
9491
CALL: 095 206 9093

FOR DETAILS OF AVAILABLE PROMOTIONS
PLEASE CONTACT US
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